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FOREWORD

This workbook for Organisers is designed to help organisers realise a top-quality FIM touring event
in its organisational aspects and in establishing minimum requirements and standards. It also
provides standard documents and forms.

It has been compiled by using information from Jury Presidents’ Reports, FIM records, based on
input from members of the Touring and Leisure Commission.
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WHAT IS A FIM MOTOCAMP?

The FIM (Fédération Internationale de Motocyclisme), founded in 1904, is the world governing
body for motorcycle sport: MotoGP, Superbike, Motocross, Speedway, Trial and others. It is an
international organisation based in Mies, near Geneva, Switzerland and represents the
international interests of more than 100 nations who are involved in the development of
motorcycling in all its sporting and touring aspects.

As well as administering the rules for motorcycle competitions worldwide, the FIM also has two
non-sporting commissions that handle road riding matters on an international basis: the Touring
and Leisure Commission (CTL) and the Public Affairs Commission (CAP). Whilst the CAP handles
safety and traffic legislation etc. the CTL is responsible not only for the FIM Motocamp (and also
FIM Rally and FIM Rendez-Vous Meritum) but also for other motorcycle-related touring activities.
The FIM Motocamp is an international meeting for
motorcyclists with between 200 and 400 participants
coming from approximately 20 nations. It is held once a
year in a different country so that the host country can
introduce its culture to the participants through local
folklore performances, regional food and guided tours. It is
overseen by the Touring and Leisure Commission (CTL).

The first FIM Motocamp was organised on the island of
Elba in 1981 upon the initiative of the Federazione
Motociclistica Italiana (FMI). This event was originally
conceived as a prelude to the international Six Days’ Enduro. The principal idea was to create an
event parallel to the FIM Rally but that was reserved solely for campers in order to relieve the
burden of organising the FIM Rally that was becoming more and more difficult to manage in view of
its ever-increasing participation.
It is a three-day event. Organised tours can be arranged before the official opening so early arrival
is acceptable and even encouraged. Very often, participants from the same country arrive in
convoy wearing team regalia, which make this a festive part of the event.

The FIM Motocamp is open to motorcycling members and
their passengers of a National Motorcycling Federation
(FMN) or its approved delegated body. All types of
motorcycles authorised by road traffic regulations may
participate.

All participants must register through the national
federation affiliated to the FIM. The registration fee varies
from year to year (2018: 150€) but normally includes two
lunches, three dinners, guided motorcycle tours and
souvenirs.

The final and definitive rules are written in the English version of the FIM Code for touristic
gatherings
See: http://www.fim-live.com/en/library/download/60424/no_cache/1/
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What happens during the FIM
Motocamp?

The first day
The participants arrive at the official Motocamp venue and check in at the Administrative Centre
where their papers are checked, identity cards are handed over and the camping places allocated.
The administrative check also serves to register all the participants for the final classifications. As
from 2008, Motocamp participants now also receive a Meritum award form1.

The participants set up camp and have the chance to meet their old friends from previous FIM
events and meet new ones. There is also the possibility of walking around and exploring the
nearest town or neighbourhood. In the evening, dinner is taken together followed by an opening
ceremony with entertainment.

The second day
On the second day, there are guided motorcycle tours in the region. The host nation now has the
opportunity to share its culture, customs and individuality as well as show things of interest close
by. Sometimes, excursions are organised by coach, bus or other method of transport.

It is not compulsory to participate in the excursion - everything is optional. If participants prefer to
go somewhere else, that is up to them but the excursion has already been paid for in the
registration fee.
A dinner is taken together in the evening at the official camping venue. There is normally local
(folklore) entertainment.

In order to reward regular FIM Motocamp participants and to increase the “Meritum” community, the FIM CTL created in
2008 a “Meritum” award system. This is similar to the Rally Meritum system (See Art. 6 of Category 1.2 “FIM Motocamp”
of the CTG).
1
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The third day
Sometimes the morning is free for personal activities. In the afternoon, there may be the Parade of
Nations. This is a motorcycle procession through the town but as the route is decided by the
organisers and authorities, it does not always pass through the centre of the town. Many people
decorate their motorcycles with flags or streamers with their country’s colours. The distance ridden
varies to suit the organisers’ plans.

Usually the first rider of each national “team” carries a board displaying the name of the country
and everybody waves or hoots when there are spectators along the streets.
Sometimes there is a VIP stand especially erected somewhere along the road where the town’s
dignitaries can watch the parade. It is very festive and there are usually many people watching.

Sometimes, the national hymns are played as the nations pass by.

In the evening, dinner is taken together which is followed by the distribution of the three FIM
Motocamp Challenges, the Junior Meritum awards and any other special prizes that the organiser
wishes to give.
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Three Motocamp Challenges are contested: the FIM Motocamp Trophy is awarded to the FMN with
the greatest number of points (These points are calculated by converting the number of kilometres
covered into points).

The “Ferruccio Colucci” Challenge is awarded to the FMN with the greatest number of motorcyclists
and passengers.

The “Espana” Challenge is awarded to the club with the greatest number of motorcyclists and
passengers. Only the affiliated national federation with its team or club can be declared winner.
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Since 2012 all young participants aged between 3 and 12 years of age at 1st January of the year of
the event are presented with a Junior Meritum neck scarf provided by the organisers and a
souvenir scarf ring provided by the FIM CTL.

Some participants dress up and everyone is in a party mood as it is the final evening. The next
morning it is time to return home or continue travelling, as the participants wish.

Please note
The Motocamp is organised BY motorcyclists FOR motorcyclists and sometimes the programme
does not turn out exactly as planned. However, each country appoints a delegate to whom queries
and problems can be referred and which can be addressed at the regular National Delegates’
Meetings where matters can be raised with the organisers and representatives of the FIM CTL.
REMEMBER, for the most part, the organisers and helpers are volunteers.
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1. EXPECTATIONS…

What do touring riders expect from a FIM Motocamp?
•
•
•
•
•

Value for money with a fair entry fee
That all elements of the event have been seriously considered and prepared by the
organiser at the highest level possible
Plenty of clear on-going information about the event and programme
An interesting, cultural insight into the host country’s people, customs and music
Ease of social interaction between participants

EACH MOTOCAMP SHOULD FOLLOW THE TRADITIONS OF A FIM MOTOCAMP BUT BE
UNIQUE TO THE HOST COUNTRY!
After a long ride to the event, the participants expect:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clear sign posting to the venue
Helpful and efficient staff at the Welcome Centre/Motocamp Secretariat
A comfortable and practical campsite with clean and well-maintained sanitary installations
Terrain that is flat, grassy and sheltered
Enough efficient showers with hot water
A sufficient number of clean well-supplied toilets
Sufficient, nourishing hot food for everyone
Minimum of waiting in lines and plenty of seating for breakfasts and evening meals
DETAILS ARE IMPORTANT

Please note well the recommendations made by the FIM CTL delegation during the site visit
and the subsequent site visit report. These recommendations and observations are based
on many years’ experience. PLEASE FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS IN THIS WORKBOOK.

…AND GENERAL
CONSIDERATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Choice of venue in a well-known region is important
Choose dates carefully
Base preparation of the event on around 200 to 400 participants
Members of the organising team must have good knowledge and experience of FIM
Motocamps
Enlist enough volunteers with clearly defined tasks and brief them thoroughly
Volunteers should wear identical regalia from the first day so that they are recognisable as
the “organising team/staff”
Volunteers could wear badges indicating their name and the language(s) they speak
The organising team should present pre-publicity material at previous FIM Motocamp
Preferable to have venue and campsite close together (within walking distance)
Choice of interesting places to visit close by
Hospitality and approachability of the organising team
Willingness of the organising team to accept criticism and “put things right” if necessary as
the event progresses
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•
•
•
•
•

Indicate clearly all the meeting points
Changes to the programme must be indicated immediately. There should be clear signs or
notices conveying the same information in strategic places and in at least the two official
FIM languages (English and French). Inform the National Delegates in time
Give plenty of opportunities for socialising
Ensure contact with local police and public authorities
Observe qualities and failings of previous FIM Motocamps (through personal experience)
Provide an attractive programme adapted to the potential of the host town and region
Be prepared for last minute changes to plans (local authorities, police directives, etc.)

•
•
•
•
•

The current Code for Touristic Gatherings
The current Environmental Code
The current FIM Yearbook
Site visit report
This Workbook for Organisers

•
•

2. REFERENCE MATERIALS

10
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3. DUTIES OF THE ORGANISER
3.1

ONE YEAR BEFORE EVENT - SITE VISIT

The organisers must obtain official permission from all local authorities concerned to run
the event.
Provisions must be made for a site visit by nominated FIM CTL representatives one year
prior to the event.
A SITE VISIT CHECKLIST will be sent to the organisers before the visit in order for the
organisers to be well prepared in advance. The following information will also be required:
A comprehensive map showing:
• Exact location of the Motocamp venue and campsite (including parking for motorcycles)
• Secretariat/Welcome Centre
• Location of sanitary facilities
• Location for meals, additional snacks and drinks
• Location of other facilities at the venue
• Proposed route for the Parade of Nations with start and finish points

General
• Entry fee to include camping for all official nights (to be agreed with the FIM CTL)
• Campsite tariffs for additional nights including breakfast (to be agreed with the FIM CTL)
• Transport arrangements (excursions or shuttle buses)
• Provisional programme
• Information about the region/places to visit
• Proposed excursions
• Approximate calculation of financial income and costs - financial plan

FIM Calendar Fee
The fee for registering the event is normally required at the end of the month following that, in
which the event takes place. The fee (2018) is € 1.800, to be agreed when the event application is
received by FIM.

Website
• FIM will own the official domain (www.fim-motocamp20xx.com) and provide to organisers to
modify, update, etc., but under control of the FIM
• Clear, straightforward details available in English and French (other languages welcome)
• Make links to websites giving local tourist and useful travel information, e.g. ferries
• Keep Motocamp information updated, including provisional programme, Supplementary
Regulations and copy of entry form
• Keep the technology simple with easy access and navigation: not everyone has
sophisticated software
• Inform the FIM CTL Administration when the FIM Motocamp website is active so that a
hyperlink can be made on the FIM website

Meritum and Co-Meritum Stamps
• Inform the FIM CTL Administration of the number of Meritum and Co-Meritum Request
“stamps” to be ordered as soon as possible after the closing date for entries. Remember to
include all volunteers.

Supplementary Regulations (SR) Use standard forms provided by FIM CTL
• Must be in at least English and French and the national language. Other languages also
useful
11
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Use standard form supplied in English, French
Must be sent to the FIM CTL Administration for approval
Supplementary Regulations with programme and entry form to be finalised and distributed
in due time to all FMNs that regularly participate in the event - normally at the beginning of
December of the year prior to the event (1 December)
Electronic dispatch of documents is recommended
Examples of all forms must be sent to the FIM CTL Administration
Entry fee should not normally figure in the SR, entry forms or on website. The organiser
must inform the FMNs in writing of the entry fees for the FMNs
It is the responsibility of the FMNs to inform their participants of fees plus any other special
administrative costs. FMNs make their own language versions of the SR if necessary
Mention official distances from major European cities to the venue
Extract from the Environmental Code – Rider Conduct

Entry Forms Use the form provided by the FIM CTL
The FIM CTL recommends that the organiser accept only complete and legible forms. The
organisers should also ensure that invitations are sent to members of FIVA (Fédération
Internationale des Véhicules Anciens).
Results
•
•
•

•

Make contact with FIM CTL well in advance
Send the completed excel sheet from the FMNs immediately to FIM CTL results team.
The organiser will get back an excel sheet with all necessary information for printing the
cards for the arrival control. This card has to obtain all the information shown in the sample
below.
All results will be done by FIM CTL results team.

3.2

1 MONTH - 15 DAYS BEFORE EVENT

3.3

JUST BEFORE OFFICIAL OPENING

A copy of the appropriate risk insurance policies covering the liability of the organiser during the
event must be sent to the FIM Administration 20 days prior to the event.
In accordance with the Code for Touristic Gatherings, each participating FMN should name one
delegate - holder of a Tourism Steward’s licence. The name, with licence number, should be sent in
writing to the organiser 15 days before the event. The FIM CTL recommends that if the organiser
does not receive the names of the FMN representatives, a fax/email be sent to those FMNs
concerned since normally only the officially nominated delegates can participate in the National
Delegates’ Meeting.

•
•
•
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Staff must be ready to welcome participants
The campsite must be prepared and operational (usually unofficially a few days before
official opening, according to the wishes of the organisers)
Toilets and all other sanitary facilities must be ready and operational in accordance with
Touristic Code - Motocamp
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Information Points
• Signage to all facilities must be clearly visible
• Notice Boards must be clearly visible in strategic places for daily information, changes to
programme, instructions, etc.
• The National Delegates and FIM CTL Delegate(s) should be informed where these notice
points are to be found
• Information available concerning the nearest local bank, supermarket, chemist, garage,
doctor, hospital, etc.
Welcome Centre/Motocamp Secretariat
All participants should receive information containing:
• The Motocamp programme including any special events
• Names of organising committee
• Other relevant information and a souvenir bag
• Supplementary Regulations should be available
• The Results Programme should be ready for data input and implementation
• The meeting room for the Executive Committee and National Delegates should be prepared

The evening before the official opening:
• Schedule a meeting with the Motocamp Director, FIM CTL Jury President and FIM CTL
officials (Executive Committee)
• Schedule a meeting with the Motocamp Director, FIM CTL officials and National Delegates
for each evening (use standard agenda provided)
• Ensure there is/are translators for English and French
• Ensure there is a minutes secretary available to take notes at each meeting
• Brief minutes from each meeting in both official FIM languages must be taken
• Prepare copies of minutes of previous meeting in English and in French to be distributed to
delegates at subsequent meetings except for the last
• Copies should also be made of the National Delegates’ presence list(s)

Copies of all minutes in English and French and the lists of National Delegates present at
each meeting must be handed to or sent to the FIM CTL Administration.

3.4

DURING THE EVENT
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The organiser shall:
• daily create photographic material, and give it to FIM CTL Officials to be used for promotion;
• create at least one group photograph from the FIM Motocamp and give it to FIM CTL
Officials, to be used for promotion and archive;
• create photographs for FIM Sponsors, and give it to FIM CTL Officials
• ensure that all materials given to FIM CTL Officials are licensed in a way that FIM can use
them for promotion and archive

4. DUTIES OF THE OFFICIALS
4.1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.2
•

FIM Motocamp DIRECTOR
(appointed by the FMNR)

Must know everything about the organisation of the Motocamp
Keep everyone informed of procedures and changes to the programme
Responsible for the pre-organisation of the event
Responsible for the organisation of the event
Responsible for the organising committee
Responsible for the team of volunteers
Must be available for the Jury President at all times
Ensures that the guidelines in this Workbook for Organisers and Touristic Code have been
followed
Should possess a FIM Tourism Steward’s Licence2

FIM JURY PRESIDENT
(appointed by the FIM CTL)

See Art. 5 & 6 of Appendix C of the CTG (Executive Committee of the meeting)

4.3

FIM CTL DELEGATE(S)
(appointed by the FIM CTL)

See Art. 7 of Appendix C of the CTG

4.4
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.5

FIM NATIONAL DELEGATE
(appointed by the FIM CTL)

Represents his national FMN team (including the National Delegates’ meetings)
Keeps himself informed of new information
Communicates to his national team any new information, changes in the programme, timing
of events, etc.
Should present queries or problems from his team concerning the organisation of the event
to the organising team
Checks the provisional results and assists in solving any discrepancies
Must possess a FIM Tourism Steward’s Licence2

FIM ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARD

A FIM Environmental Steward shall be appointed by the FMNR to ensure that the FIM
Environmental Code is respected and the environmental check-list for touring is completed
(Environmental Code).

4.6

FIM ENVIRONMENTAL DELEGATE

A FIM Environmental Delegate can be appointed by the FIM’s International Environment
Commission (CIE) to observe and verify the application of the FIM Environmental Code
(Environmental Code).
2 The FMN concerned can apply for this licence through the FIM CTL Administration. The licence costs €60.(2018) and is valid for 3 years.
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5. SIGNS TO AND AT THE VENUE

Clear, consistent and easy to recognise signalisation is a SECURITY factor. All access signs
should clearly indicate the route towards the venue a few km from the motorway exit or along main
roads and be big enough to see in order to prevent sudden braking, making U-turns, etc.
Liaise with local authority if necessary for permission to place “unofficial” signage
Signs should be made from waterproof material

There should also be clear signs at the venue, such as the location of the:
•
Secretariat/Welcome Centre
•
Campsite
•
National Delegates meeting room and other important meeting points
•
Area(s) for eating if not obviously in the main hall
•
Various facilities around campsite and venue such as:
•
“Lost and Found”, First Aid post and articles for sale

15
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6. FIM LOGO, FLAG & ARCHWAY

The official event logo will be provided by FIM and must be used for all documents.

A FIM flag should be in evidence at the site. This could be borrowed from the FMN. If necessary, a
FIM flag can be borrowed from the FIM Administration and returned at the conclusion of the event.

All printed materials (programmes, clothing, etc.) displaying the FIM logo must be sent to the FIM
Marketing and Communications Department for review and approval.

Various electronic formats of the FIM logo can be obtained from the FIM Marketing and
Communications Department.
An inflatable FIM MOTOCAMP ARCHWAY is now also available and should be used at the
entrance to the Motocamp. For more information contact the FIM CTL Administration.

Attachable panels containing the organiser’s logo and/or the FMN logo can be supplied by FIM by
prior arrangement with the FIM CTL administrator.

The organiser should take steps to hand over the Motocamp arch to the organising team of the
succeeding FIM Motocamp at the end of this event (representatives of the following years
motocamp should be present to publicise their own event.

16
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7. MOTOCAMP SECRETARIAT AND
WELCOME CENTRE

A Secretariat/Welcome Centre for the event will be installed and set up in such a way as to
ensure the smooth running of the administration of the event. It will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Welcome all the participants and FIM officials
Provide smooth parking area for motorcycles
Provide a simple, quick and efficient check-in
Consider providing a special “problem” desk
Provide tables, chairs, photocopying machine(s), tel/fax, computers, etc. for checking
papers, allocating camping places, producing additional identification badges, etc.
Have friendly and efficient staff who speak several languages
Have several different lines for check-in with signs showing flags or other identification for
the languages spoken
Check the accuracy of entry papers as participants arrive
Distribute identification badges – and other security/identity items (ribbon fasteners are
better than string)
Provide souvenir bags at the check-in (Touristic Code Motocamp) which can contain among
other things one toilet role per participant
Provide notice board(s) – with information about the nearest doctor or hospital, chemist,
supermarket, garage, bank, etc. with opening hours
Prepare and duplicate official information, starting times for the Parade of Nations if
necessary and any changes to the programme
Process electronically the information for the FIM Motocamp results
Prepare and duplicate the provisional then the final Motocamp classifications
Prepare and duplicate minutes from the National Delegates’ meetings
Possibility of providing battery chargers (phone)

The FIM MERITUM and FIM CO-MERITUM STAMPS will be distributed at the WELCOME
CENTRE.
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8. IDENTIFICATION BADGES

Identification badges are provided for all the participants.
In addition, identification badges should be prepared for the following persons:
•
•
•
•
•
•

FIM Jury President
FIM CTL Delegate(s)
FIM CTL Director
FMN National Delegates
FMNR Environmental Steward
FIM CTL Results Team

NAME

It is useful to print the Motocamp programme on the reverse of the card.

Special Meals
The identity badge could also indicate whether the participant has requested special meals: V for
vegetarian for example. This should have been previously indicated by the participant on the
original entry form. (See 10.1
MEALS, SNACKS AND DRINKS)

9. CAMPSITE AND SANITARY
FACILITIES

Particular care should be taken with the camping ground as in many cases this will be a
TEMPORARY campsite. The area should be fenced in or walled to keep out intruders. The
campsite should be at the venue itself or within a short walking distance. Calculate adequate
camping zones for each nation, some large, some small. Note the percentage of participants per
country for size of zone required (For example, Sweden and Italy need large areas). Minimum
space 5 x 5 metres per tent plus additional space for the bikes if permitted on campsite.

18
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There should be:
• A sufficient area of level or almost flat ground, preferably grassed, with space for at least
400 campers, bikes and equipment
• Trees for shelter in hot countries
• A well-drained surface with grass or packed earth soft enough for putting in tent pegs
• Safe and comfortable spacing between tents and between tents and bikes if bikes are also
on campsite
• A sufficient number of proper toilets, wash basins and showers to prevent waiting (Touristic
Code Motocamp)
• Toilet and shower facilities for the disabled – provide at least one chair
• Easy access to all sanitary facilities
• Separate sanitary facilities for men and women
• Daily cleaning and maintenance - kept fully supplied throughout the event (Toilets should
not be emptied before breakfast)
• An adequate supply of hot water at all times within reason
• At least one mirror in the toilets/showers
• Easy and safe access and exit paths/roads to and from campsite
• Some lighting to aid access at night
• The possibility to water down dusty access paths if necessary
• Sufficient rubbish containers – emptied regularly
• Facilities for washing clothes close by – or additional wash basins
• Clean “outhouses”
• Sufficient provisions for the prevention of fire and fire points with
extinguishers, taking into account local regulations
• A small mini-market or shop at the venue/campsite or nearby
• Opportunities to buy additional snacks and drinks (with toilets)
• A clearly marked special place for the cleaning of motorbikes (Environmental Code)
• A public address system is desirable but not essential
• A 24-hour EFFECTIVE AND VISIBLE SECURITY SERVICE controlling access

19
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10.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10.1

MAIN HALL

The main location must be a hall or marquee adequate for the number of participants
registered
Provide adequate seating/dining arrangements – possibly designate nations by placement
of national flags
Smooth floor for safety reasons
Adequate number of toilets, including at least one for the handicapped
Power and lighting supply to satisfy demands for catering, dining area and entertainment
Stage for entertainment and presentations
If possible, space for dancing by the stage (not essential)
Fire safety precautions to be in place
Sufficient fire exits for numbers in the hall
Adequate outside lighting by entrances and exits
Shelter from the elements

MEALS, SNACKS AND DRINKS

IT IS BEST PRACTICE TO PROVIDE PARTICIPANTS
WITH VOUCHERS FOR EACH MEAL

Food, drinks and service
The logistics of this whole element must be well organised in advance.
•
•
•
•
•
20

Avoid long, slow lines by providing several serving areas (at least 2 but 3-4 is better)
Simple but efficient access to serving areas
Provide rapid and well-controlled distribution of hot food and drinks
Adequate portions of food for all – the food must NOT “run out”
“Brief” the volunteers/staff to supervise the servings
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•
•
•
•
•

Good quality food: a main course with starter or dessert, bread and a drink
Hot food, with variety and imagination
Prepare adequate portions and variety for picnic lunches
Offer a choice of alcoholic and soft drinks for sale (beer, wine, water and at least one other
soft drink)
BE SURE EVERYONE HAS HAD A FIRST SERVING BEFORE DISTRIBUTING FOOD
FOR A SECOND SERVICE.

Take care with prices for additional alcoholic and soft drinks. Be wary of “sponsors” who
charge high prices. Many participants will not be impressed and will leave the hall straight after
their meal and find somewhere else to continue the evening where they can buy drinks at
“reasonable” prices. This also applies to the price of drinks on the campsite.

Take note of requests for special diets if this is mentioned on the entry form. Many
participants have special dietary requirements (vegetarian, allergies, etc.) IT IS NOT OK FOR THE
SERVERS TO JUST TAKE THE OFFENDING FOOD ITEM OFF THE PLATE. An “official” request
for a special meal should be respected. Be sure that the participants KNOW where/how to receive
their special meals.
PICNIC LUNCHES
BREAKFASTS

Get it right the first night. Rapid service, good food for EVERYONE and a choice of drinks the
first night will minimise the number of complaints and participants will be happy to come back the
second and third night and STAY for the evening entertainment!
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11. MEETING ROOM FOR
NATIONAL DELEGATES

The meeting room should be located as close as possible to the Secretariat and have enough
tables and chairs to welcome all the National Delegates (up to 20), the Organising Committee and
the FIM CTL officials.
The following is recommended:
• The room should be closed in and separate from the main areas of activity
• Clear signs showing its location and times of meetings
• The agenda should be followed as in the example provided
• There should be interpreters for at least English and French and the national language
• There should be a meeting secretary and minutes should be provided for all the delegates
and officials at the following day’s meeting
• Provide a presence sheet each evening for the delegates
• Labels on the table clearly indicating the country of each delegate present at the meeting
• Provide water/drinks
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12.
12.1.

THE PROGRAMME: DAY 1
OPENING OF SECRETARIAT

A pre-programme of optional excursions can be arranged for the days preceding the official
opening. This can take the form of organised coach trips or escorted ride-outs by motorbike.
Mention these on the Excursion Form.
Official opening times as mentioned in the SR.
Correctly registered participants will receive a second identity card which has to be
collected at the secretariat (for classification purposes).

12.2

OPENING CEREMONY

Provide reliable and clear information about arrangements for the Opening Ceremony – where,
when and whatP
Entertainment each evening: Provide a varied entertainment programme
• Good Public Address sound and acoustics system to enable all participants to hear at
correct volume
• The sound must NOT be loud (FIM Environmental Code: Art. 8)
• Information must be clear and in at least English and French. Interpreters should be
available
• Variety of music styles for the younger and older participants including music for dancing
• Provide at least one evening of folklore entertainment (This is a traditional FIM Motocamp
requirement)
Also consider:
• A variety of activities on the site, especially in the evenings/more
entertainment: a “party” atmosphere
• Activities for youngsters/teenagers

NOTE: Sometimes the town authorities/officials welcome the National Delegates and FIM officials
to a special meeting place where a welcome drink is offered.

13.
13.1

THE PROGRAMME: DAY 2
EXCURSION

Provide plenty of reliable information (written or oral) about the day’s programme, meeting points,
lunch arrangements, departure times, etc.
The excursion day does not have to be complicated!

Excursion
• Clear information should be given at all times
• The journey to the place(s) of interest should not be too long – participants like to return to
the venue early enough for showers and socialising
• Excursions should not be too long
• Limit the choice!
• Give participants the possibility to choose ahead but be aware of people changing their
minds (or forgetting what they signed up for)
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•

•
•
•

For the buses, consider having guides who can speak different languages, at least enough
to explain what the arrangements are for lunch, the meeting places and return times. (This
could mean that participants from the same country go on the same bus with an appropriate
language speaker)
The lunches/picnics should be adequate and interesting
The places of interest chosen should have plenty of toilet facilities and an opportunity for
buying snacks and drinks
All types of transport are welcome!

14.
14.1

THE PROGRAMME: DAY 3
PARADE OF NATIONS

The route should be not shorter than 10km but not longer than 40km (subject to local
authority and police restrictions).
Local police and/or marshals from the organising club(s) should lead each nation and be
placed at strategic points or junctions along the route.
• The route should be mostly through populated areas
• Give reliable, clear information about the timing and assembly point for each nation
• Give information about the route, possible stopping points during or at the end of the
Parade, especially if planning a reception, show or presentations
• Participants need to be prepared in advance if they will be expected to stand or stop during
or at the end of the parade
• Provide signboards for each participating nation with the name of the country clearly marked
to be held up at the front of each national team as it proceeds along the route
• Efficient marshals and police control to keep to correct speed and ensure a steady flow of
bikes
• Efficient Public Address system if a reception and/or show is planned somewhere along the
route or at the end of the Parade
• Clear instructions for the smooth return to venue/campsite and escort if necessary if road
works, the rush-hour, etc. complicates the return
• Provide media information for local inhabitants before event. The FIM Motocamp can be a
great public relations opportunity.
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14.2

ARRIVAL PARK

If, during the Motocamp event, the motorcycles are placed in an Arrival Park, the motorcycles are in
the custody of the organiser who is responsible for SECURITY and SAFETY.

General considerations:
The Arrival Park area should be pleasant and large enough for easy parking and give opportunity
for participants and local people to look at the bikes and socialise (guarded and marshalled)
If, during the Parade, the participants park their bikes, give clear instructions when to collect them
and how to get back to the venue or campsite
Podium and Speakers
If a podium has been installed during or at the end of the Parade for a show or presentations,
speeches could be made by, for example:
• The FIM Motocamp Director
• A local dignitary (Town Mayor or other)
• A professional “speaker” or Master of
Ceremonies
This is NOT obligatory
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14.3

CLASSIFICATON AND RESULTS

USE OF THE OFFICIAL FIM SOFTWARE RESULTS PROGRAMME IS COMPULSORY

The Motocamp Results Programme (details of participants and classifications) is provided by staff
from FIM.
All the names of the participants must be entered in the programme in the English way.
The organisers must:
• Be in contact with the results team
• Register the participants and send the data to the results team in provided format
• Arrange free accommodation for them for the duration of the Rally
• Provide free meals and drinks for them during working hours
The results team is not charged an
entry fee.
Provide a place for the results team
to stay when they are not busy, e.g.
a caravan or bungalow on the
campsite or a hotel room nearby the
venue / secretariat.

Office Requirements:
• An adequate office with enough room and provisions for computer(s) and other electronic
equipment
• Two steady broadband internet connections
• A copying machine with a large capacity
Requirements during the award ceremony:
• Beamer which is capable of projecting to the stage
• Computer with Microsoft PowerPoint connected to the beamer
• Technician who can operate the presentation during the ceremony

Provisional results will be available at the first National Delegates Meeting.
The National Delegates are required to check the information for their national team. See 4.4
FIM NATIONAL DELEGATE

PROTESTS
Any protests should be placed by the National Delegate to the FIM Motocamp Director/Jury
President BEFORE the final results are confirmed.

The publication of the final results shall be checked and confirmed by the FIM Motocamp Director
and the FIM CTL Jury President and Delegate.

A full list of the final agreed results must be sent to the FIM CTL Administration as soon as possible
after the event in order for the information to be posted onto the FIM website.
• A list of all the points and classifications per nation for each FIM Motocamp Challenge
• A list of participants, if possible, or at least the number of participants per country
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14.4

PRIZE GIVING AND CLOSING CEREMONY

Follow the procedure for the programme according to the Touristic Code
See Art. 12 of Category 1.2 “FIM Motocamp” of the CTG
General considerations:
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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A large raised platform or stage for the presentations and “show”
Provide a large enough space to display all the FIM Motocamp Challenges according to the
plan (see Art. 8 of Category 1.2 “FIM Motocamp” of the CTG) and a souvenir prize for each
participating Federation and an award for the first club classified in each FMN – both
provided by the organiser (see Art. 7 of Category 1.2 “FIM Motocamp” of the CTG) as well
as any other awards provided by the organiser.
Presentation of the Junior Meritum awards may be made prior to the main presentation to
avoid keeping young participants from their beds if felt necessary.
Inform the National Delegates concerned (and Jury President) in advance of any special
awards to be made to individuals or clubs at the Prize-Giving Ceremony
Efficient Public Address system at an appropriate volume
A Master of Ceremonies who knows the background to the FIM Motocamp and its traditions
and can explain in at least English and French what the challenges represent, who has won
them and why
The evening should be slick, well-paced and easy to follow
Official “speeches” must be kept short and translated into English and French (Participants
do not appreciate long “official” speeches)
A show for the Closing Ceremony (or for the Opening Ceremony)
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15.

MEDIA OPPORTUNITIES

15.1

FACT SHEET

General considerations:
• Local TV, radio, newspapers
• Details about the area where the event is taking place
• Current situation at the Motocamp: number of participants, number of participating
countries, etc.
• Highlight the Parade of Nations and other key events during the 3-day programme
• Possibility of producing videos/CDs for participants with a copy to FIM CTL
• Copies of articles should be given to the FIM CTL
• Use the “Media Talking Points” document provided by the FIM CTL

The attached FACT SHEET is intended to be used by you the organisers as you see appropriate
for any local media (newspapers, magazines or TV) that might be interested in this event.
This text is a basic Public Relations tool for dealing with any such local media.
The text contains fields that you should fill in as required.
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Fédération Internationale de Motocyclisme

Who, What, Where, When, Why?
(www.fim-live.com)

FIM Motocamp
Fact Sheet for Reporters

Who: The FIM (Fédération Internationale de Motocyclisme) founded in 1904 is the governing body
for motorcycle sport and the global advocate for motorcycling. The FIM is an independent
association formed by 113 National Federations throughout the world. It is recognized as the sole
competent authority in motorcycle sport by the International Olympic Committee (IOC). Among its
50 FIM World Championships the main events are Moto GP, Superbike, Endurance, Motocross,
Supercross, Trial, Enduro, Cross-Country Rallies and Speedway. Furthermore, the FIM is also
active and involved in the following areas: public affairs, road safety, touring and protection of the
environment. The FIM was the first international sports federation to impose an Environmental
Code in 1994.
The FIM is deeply interested in helping to increase interest in international travel by motorcycle,
and creates events to further this activity.

Who attends the FIM Motocamp? Individuals, friends and entire families from all types of
backgrounds, we have young children who travel to the event with their mothers and fathers in a
family sidecar, as well as people from all walks of life who enjoy travelling by motorcycle. The
organiser of this event (FMN/Club) can introduce you to interesting participants who will be glad to
talk to you.
What: This event is the (year) FIM Motocamp. It is a gathering of some 400 riders from many
different countries who come to visit with old friends from other countries, enjoy the scenery and
local customs of (name of the town, city or area) and help bolster the touristic sector. It is being
hosted by (names of clubs or organisations, and their links to the region/country).

Where: From (time and date) the FIM Motocamp headquarters will be located at xxxxxxxx where
the riders will meet, camp and enjoy the entertainment.
When: The 20xx FIM Motocamp will take place from xxxx until xxxx

Why: To foster international tourism and to allow riders to learn about other countries and cultures.

For further information, please contact (name) at (cell phone number) and/or xxxx who can assist
you with your interview.
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16.

THE ENVIRONMENT

Recommendations to road users
We should exploit every opportunity to combine the pleasure of motorcycling more effectively with
ecological and economic needs. In particular we should:

a) Save petrol and reduce pollution by avoiding unnecessary idling of engines.
b) Limit noise pollution by using your horn only in an emergency.
c) Noise annoyance. Use a standard or another quiet exhaust system and keep audio systems at a
low level.
d) Use only routes which are open to motorcyclists.
e) Respect nature by not travelling on paths which risk being damaged beyond a point of natural
recovery.
f) Protect wildlife and its natural habitat by riding intelligently.
g) Ensure that your used oil, tyres, batteries and other recyclable items are properly recycled or
collected.
h) Encourage a rational use of fuel and space economy by using motorcycles instead of driving
automobiles.
Check-list for motorcycle touring and the environment
See appendix 1.
FIM Environmental Steward
See 4.5
FIM ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARD

FIM Environmental Delegate
See 4.6
FIM ENVIRONMENTAL DELEGATE

General considerations:
• Traffic management
• Facilities for washing motorcycles
• Facilities for oil/fuel disposal
• Facilities for washing clothes
• Facilities for rubbish collection
• Water supply
• Waste water disposal
• Acceptable sound level for Public Address system
• Fire extinguishers
• Log book available
• Availability of FIM Environment Official’s check-list

FIM ENVIRONMENTAL LOGO
The FIM has created a FIM Environmental logo that will head all environmental actions taken within
the motorcycling world.

This logo can be used by CONUs, FMNs, promoters, organisers, sponsors, teams, riders and other
partners. The use of this logo must be submitted to the FIM for approval.
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This logo cannot be modified. If you intend to use this logo, please contact the FIM Marketing and
Communications Department

17.

INSURANCE

The organiser of the FIM Motocamp should take out all the necessary insurance policies as follows:
•
•

Organiser’s Third Party Liability insurance
Insurance against theft, loss or damage to motorcycles while in the Arrival Park

The participants are responsible for their own insurance when riding to and from the event
Some points to take into consideration when taking out insurance:
Cover for any incidents/accidents that could occur over the 3-day event
Cover for any large tent/marquee against collapse, fire, etc.
Cover if Arrival Park is held on private land – fire, theft, flood, etc.
Cover for any podium against collapse, etc.
Cover for “private” fields used for campsite
Cover if any volunteer officials give “bad” traffic directions and there is an accident, etc.

The organiser must provide the FIM Administration, not later than 20 days prior to the event,
with a copy of the appropriate risk insurance policies (written in English or French) to cover
his own liability during the Motocamp.

18.

SAFETY AND FIRST AID
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The organisers must follow local, regional and national regulations for safety. The location
of the First Aid services must be well signposted.

19. ESTIMATED COSTS FOR THE
EVENT

It is recommended that the initial budget be based on 100-250 participants.

Take into consideration the following:
• Preparation for the official site inspection by FIM CTL representatives the year before the
event.
(Travel and accommodation costs for the visit are borne by the FIM CTL)
• Budget for actions needed between the site visit and the FIM Motocamp
• Budget for actions before the opening of the Motocamp
• Budget for the Motocamp itself
Expenses and some possible budget items (fixed costs / variable costs):
• Registration fees for FIM Calendar (non-returnable)
• Pre-publicity and presentations (printing, travel and accommodation)
• Publicity and presentation at previous year’s Motocamp
• Motocamp website
• Developing excursion ideas and transport
• Coach/boat rentals for excursions, translation services
• Printing costs for programme, Supplementary Regulations, etc.
• Translation and office expenses
• Clothing for team (volunteers)
• Hire of hall, campsite/grounds
• Rental of extra sanitary installation modules
• Preparation of programme and opening/closing ceremonies
• Prize-Giving Ceremony
• Special prizes/souvenirs/FIM Junior Meritum scarves offered by the organisers
• Souvenir bags, pins, etc.
• Rental of country flags, preparation of national hymns (if appropriate)
• Rental of computer equipment, technical equipment (Public Address Systems)
• Insurances
• Fences, security, campsite lighting
• Medical services, etc.
• Preparations for catering
• Printing of meal tickets, ID cards, “chips” for drinks

ACTIVE INCOME

Registration fees
Possible sponsor support
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20.
20.1

STANDARD FORMS

SUPPLEMENTARY REGULATIONS

CONTENT OF SUPPLEMENTARY REGULATIONS
Reg. 1 Organisation

Reg. 2 Participation in the Motocamp
Reg. 3 Entries

Reg. 4 Entry Fee

Reg. 5 Closing date for entries

Reg. 6 Gifts, souvenirs and services for the participants
Reg. 7 Accommodation

Reg. 8 Welcome Centre

Reg. 9 Results and Classification
Reg. 10 Disqualifications

Reg. 11 Prize-Giving Ceremony
Reg. 12 National Delegates

Reg. 13 Cancellation of registration
Reg. 14 General

Reg. 15 Liability of the Authorities, Organisers and participants
Reg. 16 Protection of the Environment

Details see 20.4 USEFUL DOCUMENTS
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20.2
STANDARD
ENTRY,
EXCURSION FORM (example)

ACCOMMODATION

&

The organiser must use the forms provided by
the FIM
Participants MUST register through their FMN
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20.3

GUIDELINES AND AGENDA
FOR EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING

FIM Motocamp Director (FMNR)
FIM CTL Jury President
FIM CTL Delegate(s)

The Executive Committee must:
• Be responsible for checking the programme and making modifications if necessary
• Have everything prepared in time for the first National Delegates’ Meeting
• Ensure that the official software programme is functioning correctly. (The programme is
designed primarily to assist in establishing the results and classifications.)
1.
2.

Opening of the Meeting(s)

Secretary and Translator for National Delegates’ Meetings
Ensure that for the National Delegates’ Meetings, there is a Secretary. Minutes (short and
concise) must be prepared in English and French
• Ensure that there is a translator (English/French) and, if necessary, for the local language

•
3.

4.

National Delegates’ Meeting Room
• Ensure that there is a closed-off room big enough to welcome all National Delegates, FIM
officials, etc.
• Prepare labels to place on the table, visible to all, identifying the names of the countries
present.
Presence list of National Delegates
Prepare a presence list for each National Delegates’ Meeting (Name, country, Touring
Steward Licence No.)
• National Delegates are expected to attend all meetings.

•
5.
6.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Entry Forms
Check that all the Entry Forms have been verified

Challenges, Trophies and Special Awards
Check that all Challenges are available and where they are stored (currently 3)
Note any special awards from the FMNs
a souvenir prize for each participating Federation provided by Organisers
award for the first club classified in each FMN provided by Organisers
Coloured scarves for the FIM Junior Meritum Award provided by Organisers
Awards for the oldest and the youngest participant provided by Organisers
Note any Special Awards from the Organisers

7.
Prize-Giving Ceremony
Check and plan the procedures for the Prize-Giving Ceremony

20.4

USEFUL DOCUMENTS
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Link to FIM Webpage
http://www.fim-live.com/en/fim/the-commissions/touring/useful-documents/

